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Christensen from the University of Copenhagen in
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behaviour and pyrolysis products of these terpenoids
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MAO ET AL.
PEER REVIEW

Py-GC–MS Investigation of Pyrolysis
Behaviours and Decomposition
Products of α- and β-2,7,11Cembratriene-4,6-Diols
Shen Huang, Chen Yang, Ning Ma, Lifeng Zhou, Chunxiao Jia, Tao Wei, and Duobin Mao, College of Food and Biological Engineering,
Zhengzhou University of Light Industry, Henan, China

To study the thermal stability of cembratriene, α- and β-2, 7, 11-cembratriene-4, 6-diols (α- and β-CBT) were isolated
from tobacco leaves. Thermogravimetric (TG) and differential thermogravimetric (DTG) analyses were used to
evaluate the cleavage differences between the two compounds. The TGA results showed the peak temperatures (Tp)
were 263.3 °C and 254.1 °C with the largest weight loss rate; the significant weight losses were 90.96% and 99.45%.
Pyrolysis gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (Py-GC–MS) was employed for the pyrolysis products at different
temperatures (300, 600, and 900 °C) under either N2 or an O2–N2 (10%:90%) mixture. The results showed that the major
pyrolysates from α- and β-CBT were simple hydrocarbons, such as toluene, 1, 4-pentadiene, and p-xylene, as well
as several important flavour compounds, such as 2-methylfuran, benzaldehyde, and 4-methylbenzaldehyde. More
pyrolysis products were obtained at higher temperatures, and almost all of the harmful aromatic ingredients were
produced at 900 °C. Importantly, solanone, a significant flavour component, was only obtained from the pyrolysis
of α-CBT under 10% O2 in N2 at both 600 and 900 °C. The number of the pyrolysates changed with the change in
pyrolysis temperature and the presence of oxygen. The study of the thermal behaviour and pyrolysis products of
these terpenoids could possibly suggest flavour precursors that could be used to provide specific flavours.

The epimeric macrocycles, α- and β-2,7,11-cembratriene-4,6-diol (α- and
β-CBT), are the two most abundant cembranoids found in tobacco (1–3)
and are the main components of the glandular secretions formed on the
surface of tobacco leaves. They play a number of important roles during
plant growth and development. The absolute configuration of α-CBT is
(1S, 2E, 4S, 6R, 7E, 11E)-2,7,11-cembratriene-4,6-diol and that of β-CBT

KEY POINTS
• Py-GC–MS is a powerful tool
for conducting qualitative and
quantitative analysis of thermolytic
decomposition products from
cembratriene in tobacco products.
• The results were able to
suggest flavour precursors
that could be used to provide
specific flavours to tobacco.
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is (1S, 2E, 4R, 6R, 7E, 11E)-2,7,11-cembratriene-4,6-diol (Figure 1).
As two latent fragrant substances, α- and β-CBT are of interest
because they are the precursors of key flavour constituents in Nicotiana
species (4). They can be biochemically degraded and transformed into
neutral flavouring substances such as solanone and solandion (5,6),
even though they have no fragrance of their own. It should be noted
that solanone imparts the flavours of carrot and liquorice, and it has a
tea-like aroma, which is an important fragrance (7–9). The addition of
solanone to cigarettes can significantly increase the aroma, make the
smoke plump, and greatly improve the quality of cigarettes (10–12).
α- and β-CBT were reported for the first time by Roberts and Rowland
(13), after isolation from aged Burley tobacco.. The structure and
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FIGURE 1: The molecular structure of (a) α-2,7,11-cembratriene-4,6-diol, and (b)

β-2,7,11-cembratriene-4,6-diol.
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was ultimately distinguished by
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qualitative and quantitative analysis
(15,16), biosynthesis (17,18),
biodegradation (19), and chemical
synthesis. In this study, we applied
pyrolysis–gas chromatography–

FIGURE 2: TG and DTG curves for (a) α- and (b) β-CBT.
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producing aroma and flavour
compounds, such as solanone,
has not been reported. By studying
the product distributions obtained
under different pyrolysis conditions,
important basic information can be
obtained that suggests appropriate
precursors that could be used

absolute stereochemistry of β-CBT

by Severson et al. (2) and Guanghui

were established based on X-ray

and Zong (15). Mature fresh tobacco

to provide specific flavours.

crystallography, whereas the

leaves were extracted using

Materials and Methods

structure of α-CBT was based on

dichloromethane and subjected

Plant Material: Mature tobacco

chemical degradation and later

to liquid–liquid extraction (LLE) to

leaves of Nicotiana tabacum L

confirmed using multiple methods

obtain a crude extract. This extract

were collected in an experimental

(13,14). The two compounds, which

was separated by high performance

tobacco field in Xuchang City,

constitute 0.01% and 0.005% of

liquid chromatography (HPLC),

Henan Province, China. A voucher

the dry Burley leaf, have also

crystallization, and recrystallization,

specimen (TL20150804) was

been found in flue-cured, Turkish,

to successively produce α- and

deposited in our laboratory.

and unaged Burley tobaccos.

β-CBT. Ultraviolet (UV), infrared

General Characterization Methods:

(IR), nuclear magnetic resonance

UV spectra were obtained using a

To improve the initial complicated
process for the isolation and

(NMR), and high-resolution mass

Puxi TU-1901 spectrophotometer.

purification of α- and β-CBT,

spectrometry (HRMS) techniques,

The IR spectra were recorded

optimized methods were reported

as well as other modern organic

using a Bruker Vertex 70 Fourier
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transform IR (FT-IR) ESP spectrometer. The samples
were analyzed as KBr micropellets. First dimension ( 1D)
and second dimension ( 2D) NMR spectra were recorded
on Bruker Avance AMX-400 spectrometers, with TMS

Top quality manufacturer of laboratory
equipment for liquid chromatography.

as the internal standard. HRMS spectra were recorded
with a Thermo Fisher Exactive Orbitrap spectrometer.
Py-GC–MS analysis was performed on a combined
system consisting of an Agilent 7890A-5975C GC–MS

High performance-price ratio.

instrument and a CDS Analytical Pyroprobe 5200.
Semipreparative HPLC was performed on a Waters Delta

OEM or built-in equipment design and
development.

600 preparative liquid chromatograph with a Waters
2489a UV detector and a 4.6 mm × 250 mm, 5-μm C18
column, with the detection wavelength being 210 nm.
Sample Preparation: Whole fresh tobacco leaves

30 years of innovation.

(100 kg) were extracted three times with CH 2Cl 2
(3 × 5.0 L). Each of the 3–5 leaves were swirled for
3–5 s, and filtered to yield a filtrate. A crude extract was
concentrated by rotary evaporation at 45 °C. The dried
extract (2.0 g) reconstituted in CH 2Cl 2 was washed twice
with 5% phosphoric acid (20 mL) by a separatory funnel,
and the separation then left the organic phase.

OEM's / Built-in units

The organic phase was rinsed 2–3 times with
deionized water (20 mL) until a neutral pH was obtained,
and then it was separated and dried over anhydrous
sodium sulphate. The filtered organic solution was
concentrated by rotary evaporation at 45 °C to obtain
the extract of cembratriene (1.8672 g), which was
subjected to silica gel (100–200 mesh) chromatography
using a petroleum ether/ethyl acetate gradient system
(6:1), with final elution using 100% ethyl acetate.
The collected ethyl acetate fractions were further
purified by HPLC (50% acetonitrile–H 2O; flow rate,
4.00 mL/min) to yield solid α- and β-CBT samples.
Thermal Analysis: Thermogravimetric (TG) and
differential thermogravimetric (DTG) analysis was
performed using a Diamond TG analyzer from
10 °C/min from ambient temperature to 800 °C under N 2.
Py-GC–MS Method: In the pyrolysis experiments,
the mass of the solid sample was 0.40 mg, and the
atmosphere was either N 2 or a mixture of O 2 (10%)
and N 2 (90%). The initial pyrolysis temperature of
50 °C was increased to 300, 600, and 900 °C at 20 °C/
ms over 15 s. The pyrolysis products were directly
transferred to the GC–MS instrument for analysis.
Qualitative GC–MS analysis was conducted with a
30 m × 0.25 mm, 0.25-μm Agilent DB-5MX wax fused

Customized Flow-Cells
© 2022 ECOM spol. s r.o. All rights reserved.

PerkinElmer. A sample (~4.0 mg) was heated at a rate of

3D View - Spectral Data

silica capillary column. The column temperature was held
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FIGURE 3: Total ion current chromatograms of Py-GC–MS in (a) α- and (b) β-CBT

in O2 at different temperatures.
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for 20 min. The injector and detector

Institute of Standards and Technology

20 carbon signals. The NMR data,

temperatures were set at 280 °C.

(NIST) library and other published data.

corresponding to a cembranoids

shunt ratio was 25:1. The temperature

Results and Discussion

131.4, 130.3 , 124.4, 71.4, 64.4, 52.4,

of the ion source was 230 °C, and the

Structural Characterization:

46.2, 38.8, 36.4, 32.9, 28.7, 27.6, 23.0,

The sampling volume was 1 μL, and the

13

C NMR

nucleus δ c: 137.4, 136.1, 133.0,

temperature of the transmission line

Compound 1: The HRMS spectrum

20.5, 19.3, 15.9, and 14.9 ppm. The

was 280 °C. The EI ionization energy

gave the molecular formula

above also confirmed its 1H NMR

was 70 eV, and the scan range was 30–

C 20H 34O 2 by HRMS ([M+Na] , m/z:

10

+

spectrum at δH 5.41–5.37 (d, H-3), δH
LCGC Asia Pacific May/June 2022
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5.27–5.18 (m, H-2, 7), δH 5.00–4.99

that the pyrolysis process had good

under pure N 2. There were no
obvious differences between the

(t, HO-6), δH 4.83–4.79 (t, H-6), δH

repeatability. The results are shown

2.22–1.83 (m, H-9, 10, 13, 14), δH

in Tables 1 and 2 (which can be

N 2 and 10% O 2 pyrolysis products

1.70–1.64 (d, H-19), δH 1.60–1.39 (m,

accessed through the QR code

from α-CBT at 900 °C, although

H-1, 5, 11, 18, 20, OH-4), δH 1.31–1.27

found at the end of this article).

the pyrolysate distributions from

(m, H-15), and δ H 0.83–0.78

Inspection of the data in both

α-CBT at 300 and 600 °C resemble

(m, H-16, 17) ppm. These data

tables reveals that temperature has

those from the 10% O 2 pyrolysis

indicated that compound 2 was β-CBT.

a significant effect on the pyrolysis

conditions. However, β-CBT displays

Thermogravimetric Analysis:

product formation. Under N 2

the opposite behaviour: its pyrolysis

Figure 2 shows the TG and DTG

atmosphere conditions, 0, 10,

products at 300, 600, and 900 °C

curves recorded for α- and β-CBT

and 100 substances were detected

are mainly under the N 2 atmosphere,

from ambient temperature to 700 °C.

from α-CBT at 300, 600, and

which shows that α- and β-CBT

Two stages are observed in the

900 °C, respectively, compared to

were easier to pyrolyze in 10% O 2.

pyrolysis process for α-CBT,

four, 53, and 104 substances from

When looking category-wise at

the first stage (1.39% weight loss)

β-CBT. Under 10% O 2 atmosphere,

levels of agreement for pyrolysis

between 57–100 °C is attributed

four, 56, and 66 compounds were

products for α- and β-CBT, aromatic

to the evaporation of water of

produced from α-CBT, respectively,

hydrocarbons and enynes are

crystallization (25). The second

whereas only a single compound

the main volatiles detected, with

stage, representing the main

was observed at any temperature

alkanes, alcohols, aldehydes,

weight loss with a sharp decrease

from β-CBT. Generally, the higher

ketones, and furans comprising a

of 90.96%, occurs between 123–

the temperature, the greater the

minor fraction (Figure 4). Among the

329 °C. For β-CBT, the weight of the

number of products observed

pyrolysis products under various

β-CBT sample decreases by 99.45%

for the epimeric diols, except in

conditions of α- and β-CBT, aromatic

between 125–322 °C. No solid

the case of the β-CBT in a 10%

hydrocarbons were the main

residue remains in the latter sample

O 2 atmosphere, where the only

components, accounting for 45.45%

at 347 °C, whereas the α-CBT

pyrolysis product obtained at any

and 50%, respectively, followed

does not seem to be completely

temperature was methacrylaldehyde.

pyrolyzed at 700 °C, which shows
that α- and β-CBT can complete

If the pyrolysis temperatures are

by alkynes, which accounted for
31.10% and 37.08%, respectively,

divided into three zones, low (300 °C),

which is because of its unsaturated

pyrolysis at a lower temperature.

medium (600 °C), and high (900 °C),

isoprene ring structure. Second,

Study of Pyrolysis Products of α-

one trend that emerged from the

it can be found that the alcohols,

and β-CBT: To investigate the main

data was that the harmful aromatic

aldehydes, and ketones in α-CBT

products obtained from the CBT

components are mainly produced

were higher than those in β-CBT.

pyrolysis processes, Py‑GC–MS

under high temperature conditions.

analyses were conducted (Figure 3).

A second interesting observation

At 300 °C, only a few pyrolysis

The structures of the pyrolysis

from the data was that the pyrolysis

and β-CBT, including high boiling

products were identified by NIST

behaviours of the two substances

components, butyraldehyde (α-CBT)

products were obtained from α-

17, and their relative contents

were different under various

and methacrylaldehyde (α- and

were determined by the peak area

conditions. For α-CBT, pyrolysis at

β-CBT), which indicates that bonds

normalization method. To ensure

high temperatures produced fewer

were broken in both α- and β-CBT,

the accuracy and repeatability of

oxygenated products, but oxygen

but complete pyrolysis did not occur.
This result could be explained by

the experiments, we calculated the

incorporation was increased at

relative standard deviation (RSD)

low and moderate temperatures.

their melting and boiling points.

of the relative content of each

In contrast, only one substance can

The melting point of α-CBT is

component by averaging the results

be detected in 10% O 2 at any of the

125–126 °C, and the melting point

of three parallel measurements,

three β-CBT pyrolysis temperatures,

of β-CBT is 65–66 °C. Similarly, it

and obtained RSD values between

which was far less than the number

can be seen that the boiling point of

0.48–5.02%. These results illustrate

of pyrolysis products obtained

www.chromatographyonline.com

α-CBT is higher than that of β-CBT.
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The peak area percentage of β-CBT

β-CBT might be more appropriate for

is 28.1%, whereas that of α-CBT is 0.

conversion into aroma compounds

At moderate and high temperatures,

such as solanone. Nevertheless,

the results show that both α- and

Py-GC–MS was shown to be a

β-CBT are completely decomposed.

useful technique for assessing the

The most striking observation to

pyrolytic potential of α- and β-CBT.

emerge from the data comparison
pertains to solanone, one of the
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LC TROUBLESHOOTING

Essentials of LC Troubleshooting,
Part 2: Misbehaving Retention Times
Dwight R. Stoll, LC Troubleshooting Editor

Several liquid chromatography (LC) troubleshooting topics never get old because there are some problems that
persist in the practice of LC, even as instrument technology improves over time. There are many ways for things to go
wrong in an LC system that ultimately manifest as deviations from expected retention times. Developing a short list
of the likely causes of these deviations can help streamline our troubleshooting experience when retention-related
problems occur.

Writing this “LC Troubleshooting”

troubleshooting—those elements

column and thinking about topics

that are essential for any troubleshooter,

One could surely add to this list if
the size of the wallchart were not a

each month is interesting in the

no matter the vintage of the system

constraint and if we wanted to be

sense that there are some topics

we are working with. The topics at

really thorough. The main point is

that never get old. Although certain

the heart of this series are highly

that it is important to keep an open

topics or ideas become obsolete

related to the well-known “LC

mind when thinking of reasons that

once they are displaced by

Troubleshooting” wall chart (4)

the observed retention is not right.

newer and better ideas in the

that hangs in many laboratories.

chromatography research world,

For the second instalment in this

What Is To Be Expected?

there are certain topics in the

series, I focus on problems related

A critical step in any troubleshooting

troubleshooting world that have

to retention (too low, too high,

exercise—but one that I think is

remained relevant since the first

and changing unexpectedly) in

unappreciated—is recognizing

troubleshooting article appeared

reversed-phase LC separations.

that there is a problem to be

in this magazine (LC Magazine at

I hope LC users young and old will

solved. Recognizing that there

that time) in 1983 (1). Over the last

find some useful tips and reminders

is a problem usually amounts

few years, I’ve focused several

related to this important topic.

to recognizing that what is

on contemporary trends (the

Everything is Possible

different from what is expected to

relatively recent advances in our

More often than not, I find myself

happen, and our expectations are

understanding of the effects of

responding to troubleshooting

formed from theories, empirical

pressure on retention [2]) in liquid

questions with “everything is

knowledge, and experience (5).

chromatography (LC) that are

possible”, which might seem like

affecting the way we approach

an easy out when considering

what we can expect about retention,

our interpretation of LC results

observations that are hard to explain.

a few words to clarify what retention

and approach troubleshooting

However, I find that this response

is and how it is measured are

with modern LC instruments. In

is appropriate more often than

warranted. First, retention time

this instalment, I am continuing

not. LCGC’s “LC Troubleshooting”

(t r) is directly observable from

“LC Troubleshooting” instalments

happening with the instrument is

Before getting into details about

a series I started in January of

wallchart lists no less than 18

a chromatogram, and is most

2022 (3) that focuses on some of

possible causes for retention to be

commonly taken as the time

the “bread and butter” topics of LC

too high, too low, or changing.

corresponding to the apex of
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the chromatographic peak. Second, retention factor
(k) is a commonly used measure of retention that
is calculated from measurements of the retention
time of a retained analyte (t r) and the column “dead
time” (t m, or t 0), which is a measure of the elution
time of an “unretained” marker compound.

k=

tr – t0
t0

[1]

Although accurate determination of k is challenging
because of the difficulty of obtaining accurate
dead time values (6), there are several advantages
of k over t r, some of which lead to more repeatable
and reproducible measures of retention over time
and between laboratories and instruments:
1. k is nominally independent of parameters
including flow rate, column length, column
diameter, and particle size, which makes
comparing retention under conditions where
these parameters are varied more straightforward
than directly comparing retention times.
2. Small changes in flow rate because of changes in
pump performance—which do directly affect t r—
have little effect on k because the effect of
a small change in the flow rate on retention
will be similar to the effect on the dead time,
and thus, the differences cancel out.
Finally, a third measure of retention that is common
in practice is relative retention time (RRT):

t
RRT = t r,A
r,ref

[2]

The RRT carries many of the advantages of k over t r,
without the difficulty associated with accurate
determination of column dead time. Figure 1 shows
retention data from some recent isocratic measurements
under reversed-phase conditions in my laboratory.
Panels A and B show retention times obtained for
anisole (A) and butylphenyl ether (B) from 75 replicate
injections over a period of approximately 48 h.
The relative standard deviations (RSD) of the retention
times are 0.11% and 0.13%, respectively. Although these
RSDs are reflective of the excellent retention stability
we can expect from ultrahigh-performance LC (UHPLC),
panel C shows that the RRT can be even more stable.
In this case, we see that the RSD drops by nearly
one-half to 0.06%. Panel D shows that the t r for the two
compounds are highly correlated (the two compounds

www.chromatographyonline.com
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FIGURE 1: (a–d) Repeatability of retention for the neutral compounds anisole and

butylphenyl ether under reversed-phase LC conditions. Conditions: UHPLC instrument;
column, 100 mm × 2.1 mm i.d. C18 (1.8-µm); flow rate, 0.20 mL/min.; temperature, 40 °C;
injection volume, 0.2 µL.
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leading to a decrease in retention
slow loss of retention over days
or weeks, rather than a sudden,
abrupt decrease in retention.
Confirming that this is, in fact,
happening is difficult. However,
if such phase loss is suspected,

15

30
45
60
Injection number

75

it is best to adjust the mobile phase
conditions to a less acidic pH,
use a different, more chemically

(d) tr Correlation

tr (butylphenylether, min)

RRT (BuPhE/anisole)

4.020

14.64
14.63
14.62
14.61
14.60
14.59
14.58
14.57
14.56
14.55
0

the bond is hydrolyzed, the ligand
can be washed out of the column,
(7). This process manifests as a

(b) Butylphenylether tr; RSD = 0.13%

(a) Anisole tr; RSD = 0.11%
3.650

acidic conditions (pH <2), and once

stable stationary phase, or both.
Mass Overload: If gradually
decreasing retention is observed
as the mass of analyte injected
is increased (but the injection
3.63
3.64
tr (anisole, min)

3.65

volume is constant), this could
be a sign of mass overload (8).
Mass overload can be a complex

were injected as a mixture for

(days, weeks, or months) is used.

phenomenon, but one mechanism

each replicate injection), which is

It is only against this background that

that seems to occur for charged

why the RRT is more repeatable

one can assess whether a retention

analytes involves mutual repulsion

than the t r in this instance.

observation today seems too low

of injected analytes by charged

or high, or is varying too much.

compounds already adsorbed to
potential solution to this problem is

single standard we can use to

Situations Involving
Retention That Is Decreasing
or Lower Than Expected

judge whether the retention we

There are a few common

components (for example, sodium

see in a routine assay today

potential causes of retention

or ammonium ions) can interrupt the

Bearing in mind these details
about the different ways of
measuring retention, it is important
to understand that there is no

the stationary phase surface. One
to increase the ionic strength of the
mobile phase; ionized mobile phase

is reasonable relative to prior

that either appears to be too

charge-repulsion mechanism and

work. Different applications with

low or decreasing over time.

minimize the effect of the injected

different conditions run on different

Loss of Stationary Phase: Harsh

mass of analyte on retention time.

instruments and in different

mobile phase conditions can

Volume Overload: The composition

laboratories will be characterized

lead to loss of the component of

of the matrix of the injected sample

by different levels of variability in

the stationary phase that imparts

can also have a dramatic effect

retention. Although the repeatability

retentive properties to the packing

on apparent t r. For example,

of retention shown in Figure 1 is

material. In reversed-phase LC,

in reversed-phase LC, if the sample

we frequently refer to this as the

contains more organic solvent

excellent, it will not always be this
good, even when using the finest

“bonded phase”, and for silica‑based

than the mobile phase, this can

equipment. The user must be

materials, this bonded phase is a

lead to a decrease in retention

aware of what constitutes “typical”

ligand covalently bonded to the

(9). In hydrophilic interaction

performance. In the best‑case

silica surface through siloxane

liquid chromatography (HILIC)

scenario, a control chart or some

(Si–O–Si) bonds. These bonds are

separations, the same effect can be

other indicator of retention over time

susceptible to hydrolysis under

observed, but in this case, samples
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that contain more water than the

retention (13). This problem can

clue. Resolving the problem may or

mobile phase lead to a decrease in

be avoided by not using purely

may not be tricky depending on the

retention (10). Whereas the effect of

aqueous mobile phases with highly

exact cause. Leaky check valves do

mass overload on retention tends to

hydrophobic reversed‑phase phases

not produce leaks that we can see

be gradual, with volume overload

(for example, C8, C18, or phenyl).

with our eyes in a way that a leaky

the change in retention can be

If highly aqueous mobile phases

needle seat or column connection

sudden and dramatic because of

must be used, then more hydrophilic

would (see [3] for suggestions about

a “breakthrough” of the analyte

reversed-phase phases should be

troubleshooting leaky check valves).

band as some of it travels with the

considered (for example, C1 or CN).

If the nominal flow rate is 2 mL/min,

band of sample solvent through the

then a leak of 5% (100 µL/min.)

and composition of the injected

Situations Involving
Retention That Is Increasing
or Higher Than Expected

flow rate is 50 µL/min, then a leak

sample over ranges of interest to

There are a few common

rate of 5% only corresponds to 2.5

the application at hand and looking

potential causes of retention

µL/min, which is harder to spot.

for a correlation with the observed

that either appears to be too

Changing Mobile Phase

t r. If volume overload appears to be

high or increases over time.

Composition: Given the strong
dependence of retention on the

column (11). This effect is relatively
easy to study by varying the volume

because of a poor connection should
be easy to spot. However, if the

a problem, a variety of approaches

Decreasing Flow Rate: If the flow

can be used to mitigate this effect,

rate through the LC column has

mobile phase composition in

including decreasing the injection

decreased, or is slowly decreasing

reversed-phase LC, small changes

volume, preparing the sample

over time, the t r of an analyte will

in the mobile phase delivered by the

with less “strong solvent” (10),

be higher than expected or slowly

pump can significantly increase or

or installing a mixer between the

increase. Such a decrease in flow

decrease retention. Changes in the

injector and the column (12).

rate could be because of leaks

composition delivered by the pump

Stationary Phase Dewetting:

outside of the pump (for example,

could be because of a leaky check

Most stationary phases designed

connection to the column, sampler

valve in just one of the two channels

for reversed-phase LC are, by

needle seat, sampler valve rotor

of a binary pump. For example,

design, quite hydrophobic. When

seal), in which case the pump is

if the acetonitrile channel is leaky,

highly aqueous mobile phases

working properly but not all of the

then the contribution of organic

(<2% organic solvent) are used with

mobile phase actually goes through

solvent to the mobile phase will be

the phases, the mobile phase can

the column. Also, the pump itself

lower than expected, and retention

actually be physically expelled from

may not be producing the flow rate

will increase. In pumps (usually

the narrow pores of the particles

indicated by the software because

quaternary) that use electric
solenoids to open and close the

because of the low thermodynamic

of a leaky check valve or piston

favorability of the highly aqueous

seal (3). These decreases in flow

flow path between a solvent bottle

phase interacting with the highly

rate could be sudden or gradual

and the pump, a valve that fails to

hydrophobic stationary phase

depending on the root cause of

open correctly will lead to changes

(13,14). This process leads to an

the change. If decreasing flow

in the composition of the mobile

apparent loss of retention because

rate is the suspected cause of

phase delivered to the column

analytes simply cannot diffuse

increasing retention, it is helpful

(see [15] for differences between

into pores that have no solvent in

to compare both t r and retention

these pump designs). In this case,

them. This type of retention loss

factor (or RRT) to historical values.

both tr and retention factor would

is usually sudden. The good news

Whereas t r is dependent on flow rate,

be affected, but RRT would not be

is that it is reversible by simply

retention factor and RRT should

as affected. Comparing all three

flushing the column with a few

be independent of flow rate. If a

values to historical data may provide

column volumes of mobile phase

difference in the dependence of

important clues. The control software

rich in organic solvent, and that

t r and k on flow rate is observed

used with modern LC instruments

is usually sufficient in restoring

here, this difference is an important

has built-in diagnostic tests that

www.chromatographyonline.com
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can be used to determine whether

before it enters the column and

3)

D.R. Stoll, LCGC Asia Pacific 25(1), 14–17
(2022).

4)

these features, and this can be a

LCGC Troubleshooting Wallchart. https://
www.chromatographyonline.com/
view/troubleshooting-wallchart.

5)

D.R. Stoll, LCGC Europe 33(10), 505–509 (2020).

Situations Involving
Retention That Appears
to Be Fluctuating

source of variability in retention. For

6)

The “LC Troubleshooting” wallchart

temperature fluctuations even

D. Cabooter, H. Song, D. Makey, D. Sadriaj,
M. Dittmann, D. Stoll, and G. Desmet, J.
Chromatogr. A. 1637, 461852 (2021). https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.chroma.2020.461852.

lists 11 different potential causes for

with state-of-the-art LC equipment.

fluctuating retention. Here, I discuss

In these cases, controlling the

the two that I see causing

room temperature as tightly as

problems most frequently.

practically possible is helpful (18).

or not the pump is delivering the

to control the temperature of the

expected mobile phase composition

column environment (17). However,

both accurately and precisely (16).

some instruments are used without

some highly sensitive compounds,
retention can vary because of

Inadequate Buffering of the Mobile
Phase pH: Retention of ionogenic

Summary

compounds that have a pKa in the

In this second instalment on essential

range of pH values normally used

topics in LC troubleshooting,

7)

J.W. Dolan, LCGC Europe 29(2), 82–84 (2016).

8)

D.V. McCalley and D.R. Stoll, LCGC
Europe 34(12), 508–511 (2021).

9)

D.R. Stoll and A. Mack, LCGC Asia
Pacific 22(4), 20–24 (2019).

10) D.R. Stoll, LCGC Asia Pacific 22(1), 14–17
(2019).
11) S. Chapel, F. Rouvière, V. Peppermans, G.
Desmet, and S. Heinisch, J. Chromatogr.
A. 1653, 462399 (2021). https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.chroma.2021.462399.

in reversed-phase LC (that is, from

I discussed situations where the

2–10) can be sensitive to small

observed analyte retention is somehow

changes in mobile phase pH.

different from what is expected or

12) Z. Breitbach, C. Randstrom, J. Chang,
M. Lesslie, G. Webster, and D.R. Stoll,
LCGC Europe 32(6), 298–302 (2019).

When working with these compounds,

normal. Effective troubleshooting for

13) D.R. Stoll, LCGC Asia Pacific 22(2), 18–24 (2019).

it is important to use a buffer with a

this type of problem begins with a

good buffer capacity (typically more

sense for what the expected retention

14) F. Gritti and T.H. Walter, LCGC North
America 39(1), 33–40 (2021).

than 10 mM of the buffering agent,

behaviour is, so that a deviation from

such as phosphate or formate), and

those expectations is noticeable.

under conditions where the target pH

There are many different potential

16) J.J. Gilroy and J.W. Dolan, LCGC
Europe 17(11), 566–572 (2004).

is within 1 pH unit of the pKa of the

causes of retention related problems

17) D.R. Stoll, LCGC Europe 33(5), 236–240 (2020).

buffering agent. For example, the pKa

(too low, too high, or varying). In this

of formic acid is approximately 3.8 in

instalment, I discussed some of

water, so formate buffers should only

the causes I see most frequently in

be used in the range between 2.8–

detail. Understanding these details

4.8. Working outside of this range,

provides a good place to start

or with a too low concentration of

troubleshooting but does not capture

the buffering agent, would hinder

all possibilities. Readers interested

the ability of the buffer to do its job.

in learning about a deeper list of

In other words, it would not be a

causes and solutions are referred to

buffer at all, and it would not be able

the “LC Troubleshooting” wallchart.

to stabilize the mobile phase pH.
Uncontrolled Column Temperature:
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Is Golay’s Famous Equation for
HETP Still Relevant in Capillary
Gas Chromatography? Part 2:
Assumptions and Consequences
Nicholas H. Snow, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Seton Hall University, New Jersey, USA

This instalment is the second part of a discussion on the origins and uses for determining the height equivalent
of a theoretical plate (HETP) calculations in gas chromatography (GC). This month, we discuss the good and
challenging consequences of the Golay theory, its relevance, and some alternatives. Many of the variables
that chromatographers view as independent have some interdependence, and we see several limitations
of the theory. The complex relationships between HETP and temperature present a particular challenge
when thinking about temperature programmed GC compared to isothermal GC. This column concludes
with comments regarding the continued relevance of this classical theory.

In the February/March 2022 instalment,

themselves interdependent in ways that

we examined Golay’s famous equation

are not always obvious and can cause

are often used to evaluate new columns
and methods, to compare experimental

describing the height equivalent to a

confusion for chromatographers in

conditions, or to make a claim that

theoretical plate (H or HETP), one of the

understanding and using the equation

a column is performing adequately.

most common measures of capillary

to assist in column and method

In this column, we use the three

column performance (1). The equation

optimization. Next, we ask three key

above‑mentioned questions to critique

originally derived by Golay is shown

questions about equations 1 and 2

this plot to better understand why the

below in equation 1. A commonly

that lead to comments about the use

literature includes many experiments that

used simplified form, which was

and relevance of the two equations.

do not appear to follow this behaviour,

developed sometime later, is likely a

1. Is the average carrier gas velocity

and to answer our larger question of the

misinterpretation of Golay (2). As in

independent of the other variables?

last month’s column, equation 31a

2. What is the effect of the polynomial

from Golay’s paper is used here.
du = (

2D (1+6k+11k2)v0r02
k3v0r02
+
+
) dx1
24(1+k)2D
6(1+k)2c2D1
v0

[1]

HETP =

B
+ Cmv0 + Csv0
v0

[2]

Definitions of the variables are

relevance of Golay’s equation and
these plots in today’s capillary GC.

expressions of the retention factor

Interestingly, the version of equation

k on the mass transfer terms?

2 presented in Figure 1, which seems

3. What about temperature and

to be the most common presentation,

the relevance to temperature

has the two mass transfer terms reversed

programming?

in order from Golay’s original equation.

Figure 1 shows a simplified “Golay plot”
of the form seen in countless textbooks
on analytical chemistry, chromatography,

Is the Average Carrier Gas
Velocity Really Independent
of the Other Variables?

discussed in detail in last month’s

and in nearly every course on gas

instalment. As we concluded last month,

chromatography (GC) that discusses

In making plots as seen in Figure 1,

the many variables in equation 1 are

theories. In experimental work, such plots

H is plotted against the average carrier

www.chromatographyonline.com
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FIGURE 1: Simplified form of Golay’s equation with the expected form of a plot of H versus

carrier gas velocity. Reprinted with permission from ChromAcademy, LCGC’s online
learning platform (accessed January 2022).

pressures (4,5). We see that k and

Plate height (mm)

k and v0 are also closely related.
As a result, the use of v0 in equation 2,

CS = mass transfer in the stationary phase
CM = mass transfer in the mobile phase

as a variable independent of the other
terms in the more detailed equation 1,

HETP

0.3
0.2

is clearly an oversimplification
that may cause confusion.

CM

Since the average carrier gas

0.1
0

tM are closely related; therefore,

B
HETP = u + (CS + CM)u

0.4

10

20

velocity itself is a derived quantity,

B

CS
0

30

of carrier gas properties, column
dimensions, and the inlet and outlet

Golay Equation
0.5

tM, which itself is a complex function

a complex function of column

40

dimensions, identity of the carrier gas,

Linear velocity (cm/s)

and the inlet and outlet pressures,
and those same factors also influence
the retention factor and the gas

FIGURE 2: Plot of the value of the polynomial term in the mobile phase mass transfer

phase diffusion coefficient (D),

term of Golay’s equation versus retention factor.

we see that the relationship between

Value of polynomial

12

H and v0 is much more complex
than implied by equation 2.

10
8

What is the Effect of the
Polynomial Expressions of
the Retention Factor k on
the Mass Transfer Terms?

6
4

The interesting polynomial functions of

2
0

k, seen on the two mass transfer terms,
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

are often overlooked as impacting the

Retention factor (k)

determination of H and the resulting
determination of N, the number of

gas velocity (u or v0) as seen in equation

in Figure 1, many of them did not,

theoretical plates. We know that

2, and the expected shape of the plot

with a variety of curve shapes.

k is analyte-, temperature-,

as the carrier gas velocity increases is

An example challenge with using the

and stationary‑phase dependent,

seen in Figure 1. Although this behaviour

simplified form shown in equation 2 is that

yet plates and plates per metre are

is seen in many cases, it is not universal.

the average carrier gas velocity influences

often reported with little specifics.

The first example of this is seen in the

the other variables, most notably the

As an example, Figure 2 shows

same initial symposium where Golay

retention factor, k, which appears in both

the dependence of the polynomial

presented and discussed equation 1,

mass transfer terms. We are reminded of

function of k, with k ranging from 1

following a paper by Dujkstra and de

the definitions of k and its relationship to

to 20, as seen in the mobile phase

Goey. Sjenitzer commented on this

the gas hold-up time, tM, and the average

mass transfer term in equation 1.

paper and showed a plot of N,

linear gas velocity, v0, in equation 3:

the number of theoretical plates versus
inlet pressure, determined at several
stationary phase film thicknesses
(3). Although some of the plots
showed the behaviour illustrated

20

k=

tR – tM
K
L
=
and v0 =
tM
β
tM

Note in Figure 2 that the result varies
[3]

Both the average carrier gas velocity
and k are calculated in practice from

considerably with retention factor with
a low of approximately 3 for k = 0.5 to
approximately 10 for k = 10–20.
A larger k, which means longer retention
times, results in the function roughly
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approaching a constant, indicating little

experimental conditions. Therefore,

influence of the retention factor on H

the actual number of theoretical

and by extension N. As k gets smaller,

plates experienced by an analyte

What About Temperature
and the Relevance to
Temperature Programming?

the polynomial term also gets smaller

in practice may vary significantly

When van Deemter and Golay

with greater influence seen at smaller k.

from the number reported for the

developed the theory of band

column, and N can be expected

broadening in the 1950s, nearly all

consequences of this result.

There are several practical

to vary significantly from analyte to

practical GC was done using packed

First, because k is analyte dependent,

analyte and condition to condition.

columns and isothermal analysis.

each analyte sees a different result

A similar impact is seen in the

Both equations 1 and 2 assume

for the polynomial and, therefore, a

k-related terms in the stationary

different H and N. Often, N is quoted

phase mass transfer term. This term

constant temperature, so this
is another variable that must be

for a particular column, but this must

also has a polynomial function of k

controlled if experiments are to be

be stated with the caveat that it was

and, largely because of the presence

comparable. Prior to the development

determined for a specific analyte

of the partition coefficient in the

of fused-silica capillary columns in the

under a specific set of instrumental

denominator, generally has a smaller

late 1970s, capillary GC was seen as

conditions. In Figure 1, we see that

impact on H and N, which is seen in

more of a novelty than a technique

mobile phase mass transfer is often

Figure 1. When the retention factor

for routine analysis. Today, almost all

the dominant term in determining H

term and the partition coefficient

laboratory gas chromatographs are

and N. In Figure 2, we see that k, on

are combined using equation

capable of temperature programming

which the mobile phase mass transfer

3, the result is a polynomial term

and most capillary column-based

term depends, may vary by as much

that ranges from 0.2 at k = 0.5 to

methods are temperature programmed.

as a factor of three, depending on

approximately 0.04 at k = 20.

As discussed in an earlier “GC

www.chromatographyonline.com
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Connections” instalment, the peaks in a

comparisons difficult, and the requirement

using such data to compare the

temperature-programmed separation do

for constant temperature makes

performance of one column to another,

not broaden as rapidly as they do in an

conclusions about column performance

especially if we intend to conduct

isothermal separation. In that article,

based on these plots not readily

temperature-programmed analysis.

I raised the question, “Why are all those

translatable to temperature-programmed

In spite of these limitations, Golay’s

peaks so sharp?” (6). Equation 1, as it

methods. The simplification of H plotted

equation remains relevant in helping

assumes constant temperature, does

as a function of v0, as seen in equation 2,

us understand the many complex

not fully explain this, but the concepts

is an oversimplification that does

processes that relate to the rate of

seen in the three terms and the variables

not do proper justice to the many

band broadening in chromatography.

can provide a qualitative discussion.

interrelationships between the many
variables in the original equation and

References

insight about why the peaks in

should be used with caution. Equation 2

1)

N.H. Snow, LCGC Asia Pacific 25(1), 18–21 (2022).

temperature programming appear

would be better expressed as:

2)

M.J.E. Golay, in Gas Chromatography, D.H. Desty,

Equation 1 provides some qualitative

sharper than in an isothermal analysis
with similar retention times. The sharp
peaks indicate that the rate of band

HETP = B + Cm + Cs or

Ed., (Butterworths, London, UK, 1958), pp. 36–55.

du
= HETP = B + Cm + Cs
dx

isothermal analysis. As seen in Figure 1,

S.P. McCann, H. Rana, B.A. Handzo, and
N.H. Snow, LCGC Europe 33(3), 127–134

with the carrier gas velocity included
in each term, not expressed as an

the mobile phase diffusion term is

independent variable, which now
expresses HETP as a rate and then

most practical carrier gas velocities

requires discussion of each term tailored

and temperatures, so the main impact

to the experiment being performed.
Golay’s original intent is why

transfer terms. We also have seen that

his equation is still relevant today.

the mobile phase mass transfer term

It describes the separation process in

has the greater impact on H. Higher

measurable terms based on physical

temperatures reduce k, which diminishes

properties of the column, carrier gas,

the value of the polynomial and increases

and analyte. Unless experimental

D, reducing the overall value of the

conditions are carefully controlled

mobile phase term. Therefore, the mobile

to ensure an “apples to apples”

phase mass transfer term lowers H

comparison, we should be cautious

and leads to a reduction in the rate of

when using Golay’s equation to

band broadening and sharper peaks.

attempt direct comparisons of column

Is Golay’s Equation
Still Relevant?

set of instrumental conditions to another.

Golay’s equation, shown in equation 1,

about column performance derived

performance from one column or one
We should avoid extending conclusions

that was developed in the 1950s is still

from Golay’s equation under isothermal

relevant today, although the context in

conditions to temperature‑programmed

which we use and think about it has

conditions. Finally, as an extension,

changed. With most methods employing

determinations of the number of

temperature programming, the practical

theoretical plates in a column,or the

utility of Golay plots and plate height

number of plates per metre, are

calculations today is limited. The need for

only valid for the exact analyte and

the exact matching of conditions, such

isothermal experimental conditions

as temperature, carrier gas, flow rate,

under which the determination

and analyte, make column‑to‑column

was made. We should be careful
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4)

relatively low and nearly constant at

on H would be seen in the two mass
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broadening in temperature programming
must be much smaller (slower) than in
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Quick Polar Pesticides (QuPPe):
Learning From and
Expanding Upon Others
Douglas E. Raynie, Sample Preparation Perspectives Editor

Steve Lehotay from the U.S. Department of Agriculture recently provided an update on the quick, easy, cheap,
effective, rugged, and safe (QuEChERS) extraction method, originally developed for multiresidue pesticide
analysis. Like any method, QuEChERS had some deficiencies, which were addressed with the new QuEChERSER
(adding “efficient” and “robust” to the acronym) mega-method. Meanwhile, the European Union (EU) Reference
Laboratories developed a new method for the multiresidue analysis of highly polar pesticides, called the
Quick Polar Pesticides (QuPPe) method. This month, we take a look at QuPPe, comparing and contrasting it with
QuEChERS, and noting how we can learn from previously developed methods as we strive for improvements.

Steve Lehotay (1) engaged us with a

in its limitations. For example, the

summary of the current state of the quick,

minimal or “just enough” clean-up steps

Quick Polar Pesticide
Extraction (QuPPe)

easy, cheap, effective, rugged, and safe

avoiding indirect matrix effects make the

Despite the improvements afforded by

(QuEChERS) multiresidue extraction

approach both applicable as a template

QuEChERSER, there is still a need for

method in our last “Sample Preparation

for an array of analyses and provide

the simple and effective extraction of

Perspectives” column. Lehotay and

some limits on the range of residue

residues of polar pesticides incurred

Anastassiades developed QuEChERS

polarities amenable to the technique.

in produce and other foodstuff.

approximately 20 years ago as a

Additionally, analytical instrumentation,

Working with the European Union (EU)

multiclass, multiresidue method, primarily

such as liquid chromatography–tandem

Reference Laboratories for Residues of

for determining pesticides in produce.

mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS), has

Pesticides, Michelangelo Anastassiades,

Because the method developed

improved dramatically since the turn of

co‑inventor of the original QuEChERS

employed a wide range of flexibility

the century. With this in mind, Lehotay

method, created a new method that was

(that is, it was simple and developed

updated the technique to include

aimed specifically at the highly polar

for the analytical instrumentation widely
used at the time), modifications to the

“efficient and robust”, and updated
the method name to QuEChERSER,

pesticides not amenable to extraction
via QuEChERS (or QuEChERSER) (2),

approach led to it becoming a model

which was the primary topic of the

which he called the Quick Polar Pesticide

for the extraction and chromatographic

January column (1). The QuEChERSER

(QuPPE) extraction. The workflows for

sample preparation of more diverse

upgrade accommodates a broader

the QuPPe family of methods is shown

analysis needs, such as for veterinary

scope of polar and nonpolar analytes,

in Figure 2. Although starting with

drugs, environmental contaminants,

creating what Lehotay describes as

goals similar to those used with the

and mycotoxins. The still growing

a mega-method. A comparison of

original QuEChERS extraction, what is

popularity of QuEChERS is evidenced

the workflows for QuEChERS and

immediately evident in these workflows is

by close to 4500 peer‑reviewed

its offspring QuEChERSER is shown

that Anastassiades learned and reapplied

publications since its inception.
The simplicity and flexibility inherent
in the QuEChERS method also results

www.chromatographyonline.com

in Figure 1. From these schematics,

concepts from the previous development

the major differences between

of QuEChERS and added his knowledge

the methods can be gleaned.

of chemistry in the development of QuPPe.
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Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) is added, as necessary,

FIGURE 1: Workflow diagrams for the (a) QuEChERS,

and (b) QuEChERSER methods. Notable differences
between the methods are found in the sample comminution,
extraction solvent, salting-out, and clean-up steps.

(a)
LC and GC-amenable pesticide, environmental
contaminants, mycotoxins, et al.

quantification by standard addition is used. Because of the highly

SCOPE
LC and GC-amenable pesticide, environmental contaminants,
mycotoxins, vet. drugs, and more relatively plar analytes

BULK SAMPLE COMMUNUTION

BULK SAMPLE COMMUNUTION

1-Step room temperature (or dry ice)

1-Step liquid nitrogen or dry ice, 2-step room temperature

TEST PORTION
10-15 g (2-5 g)
Add water to dried or oily samples

EXTRACTION
1 mL/g acetonitrile (optional buffer)

SHAKING TIME
1-10 min (up to 60 min)

TEST PORTION
>0.25 g (2-5 g);
May add water to complex dried samples

EXTRACTION
5 mL/g 4:11 (v/v) acetronitrile: water (buffer probably not needed)

CENTRIFUGATION
CENTRIFUGATION
3 min at >3000 rcf

SALTING OUT
4 g 4:1 (w/w) MgSO4: NaCl per 10 g sample (can be added
in one step. Shake 1 min and Centrifuge 3 min

CLEAN-UP

SALTING OUT
For GC, decant = 10 mL into 2 g
4:1 (w/w)
MgSO4:NaCl (1 g per g sample)

dSPE with 0.25 g 3:1:1 (w/w/w) anh. MgSO4:PSA:C18 per g
equivalent sample. (Many options available from vendors.)

FINAL EXTRACT

polar nature of the target analytes, plastic vials are used to minimize
loss of analyte because of surface adsorption onto glass vials,
though some carryover is still possible depending on the analyte.
Because of the simplicity of the method, strong matrix effects
are frequently observed. Prior to QuPPe, samples are ground to
less than 500 μm and homogenized to a free-flowing mixture.
During the development of QuPPe, the analytical team
spiked a host of highly polar pesticides (Table 1) at levels of
0.005–20 mg/kg per sample and conducted matrix-matched and

SHAKING TIME
1-10 min (up to 60 min?)

3 min at >3000 rcf

volume deviations, analyte loss, or matrix effects on
recovery rates. Where internal standards are not possible,

(b)

SCOPE

to the complex metal ions. Isotopically labelled internal standards
are added at the beginning of the procedures to compensate for

None for LC (take 200 µL)

1 g/mL (adjustable)

interlaboratory calibrations. The mean recoveries reported were
between 70–120%, with a 0–20% relative standard deviation.
Spiked samples on to a number of foods of plant- and animal-origin
were reported, including citrus fruits, pome fruits, stone fruits, soft
and small fruits, dried fruit, root and tuber vegetables, leek plants,
fruiting vegetables, cabbages, leafy vegetables and herbs, stem

CLEAN-UP
For LC, evaporate MeCN,
add initial mobile phase,
ultracentrifuge for 5 min

matrix isotope-labelled internal standards (ILIS) calibrations with

For GC, dSPE with 45 mg
20:12:12:1 anh.
MgSO4:PSA:C18CarbonX
per 0.3 mL extract

FINAL EXTRACT
LC, adjustable

GC, 0.25 g/mL

vegetables, legumes or pulses, cereals, oily seeds, nuts, animal
tissues, whole fat and skimmed milk, honey, eggs, and animal fats.

Applications of QuPPe
Given the relative newness of the method, reports of
QuPPe are just starting to emerge, though the method

TABLE 1: Representative highly polar pesticides investigated during
development of QuPPe

is accepted by the EU. Perusal of the Scopus database
shows 21 literature reports of QuPPe from 2016 through
the end of 2021, with two to six papers per year.

Glyphosate

Paraquat

Melamine

Diaquat

Phosphonic acid and
metabolites
Perchlorate
Streptomycin
Nicotine
1,2,4-Triazole

N,N-Dimethylhydrazine
Cyanuric acid
Morpholone
Diethanolamine
Trifluoroacetic acid

One of the first literature reports (3) of glufosinate in samples
of plant origin used multiwalled carbon nanotubes for cleanup,
and reported linearity from 10–500 μg/kg for 12 sample matrices,
with detection limits of 0.3–3.3 μg/kg. In one manuscript (4),
a fusion of the QuPPe and QuEChERS methods was reported
for the isolation of 45 nonpolar and polar residues, with a
broad range of log Kow (over 10 orders). A parallel, orthogonal
hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography (HILIC)
and reversed‑phase LC approach was used. Elsewhere,

A series of four QuPPe methods are described, one each
for most plant-based commodities and honey; cereals, pulses,

HILIC was observed to provide good retention and selectivity
of highly polar herbicides extracted from plant-based

nuts, and oily seeds; liver, kidney, muscle, and milk; and animal

foods (5). Importantly, fewer matrix effects were found

fat. In these methods, the sample is weighed and water may

when cleanup was performed with chitosan or graphene.

also be added. The acidified method is used for the extraction,

Another report (6) added the primary‑secondary amine (PSA)

and heating (fats) or cooling (lipids and proteins) is used to

during the clean-up step and used direct analysis in real

remove biological macromolecules. The clean-up process is

time (DART)–MS, comparing orbital trap MS and quadrupole

performed prior to LC–MS/MS or ion chromatography (IC)–MS/MS.

time-of-flight (QTOF) mass analyzers, for the analysis step.
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SAMPLE PREPARATION PERSPECTIVES

FIGURE 2: Workflow diagrams for QuPPe for (a) most commodities of plant origin and honey, (b) cereals, pulses, nuts, and oily seeds, (c) liver,

kidney, muscle, and milk, and (d) animal fat. Although some similarities can be made to QuEChERS, significant differences exist.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

SCOPE

SCOPE

SCOPE

Procedure for most commodities

Procedure for cereals, pulses, nuts, and oily seeds

Procedure for liver, kidney, muscle, and milk

SCOPE
Procedure for animal fat

WEIGH sample homogenate into 50 mL centrifuge tube

WEIGH 5 ± 0.05 g of sample homogenate into 50 mL
centrifuge tube

Fresh fruits and vegetables (with high water content): 10 g ± 0.1 g
Previously re-hydrated dry fruit: e.g. 13.5 g ± 0.1 g (containing 5 g sample)
Dry commodities (herbs): 2 g ± 0.02 g

WEIGH sample homogenate into 50 mL centrifuge tube
WEIGH sample homogenate into 50 mL centrifuge tube

10 g ± 0.1 g

5 g ± 0.05 g
ADJUST WATER CONTENT of sample to 10 mL
(Mandatory for matrices with <80% water.
If no IL_IS used, madatory for all matrices)
Example: +10 mL of water to 2 g of dried mint; +2 mL water to
10 g potato; +3.5 mL water to 10 g garlic

ADD 9 mL of Water

ADJUST Water Content of Sample to 10 mL
(not mandatory if IL-IS used)
Liver: +2 mL; muscle: +1/5 mL; kidney: +1 mL; whole fat milk:
+0.5 mL; skimmed milk: no addition
ADD 100 µL isotopically labeled internal standard (IL-IS) mix

ADD 100 µL isotopically labeled internal standard (IL-IS) mix
ADD 100 µL isotopically labeled internal standard (IL-IS) mix

ADD 100 µL isotopically labeled internal standard (IL-IS) mix

ADD 10 mL methanol containing 1% formic acid + extra 100 µL
formic acid. CLOSE tube and SHAKE
ADD EXTRACTION SOLVENT
(10 mL methanol containing 1% formic acid)

ADD 10 mL methanol containing 1% formic acid +extra 100 µL
formic acid. CLOSE tube and SHAKE

ADD 10 mL methanol containing 30% water and 1% formic acid

ADD 1 mL 10% aqueous EDTA solution
SHAKE thoroughly for 1-15 min for dry commodities

Heat tube until the fat is melted completely

ADD 1 mL 10% aqueous EDTA solution

Place in 80 ºC water bath, don’t heat longer than necessary
SHAKE thoroughly for 15 min by a mechnical shaker
Preferably FREEZE-OUT extract until completely frozen
SHAKE thoroughly for 15 min by a mechnical shaker

Example: >90 min at -18 ºC or ca. 30 min at -80 ºC
CENTRIFUGE
CENTRIFUGE (5 min at >3000 g but preferably >10,000 g);
preferably cryogenic centrifugation (e.g. at -10 ºC)
If centrifuge is not refrigerated, swiftly proceed with centrifugation
and the following step to avoid redissolvation of matrix)

Option 1:
Option 2:
• Freeze-out Sample
• Refrogerated High-Speed Centrifugation
• Example: 30 min at -80 ˚C or
Example: >10,000 g at -10 ˚C for 20 min
>90 min at -20 ˚C
• Immediately Centrifuge
• >3000 g for 5 min (>10,000 g preferred)
• (refrigerate centrifugation preferred)

dSPE to Remove Lipids for High Oil Content samples
(e.g. avocado): (this step may be skipped if sample was
centrifuged frozen at ≤-10 ºC and ≥20 min)
TRANSFER 4 mL raw extract into a tube containing 200 mg Cu sorbent;
SHAKE for 1 min and CENTRIFUGE (>3000 g for 5 min)

Removal of Proteins and Lipids
TRANSFER 2 mL of raw extract into a tube containing:
(a) Oily seeds, Nuts: 2 mL acetonitrile and 100 mg Cu sorbent
(b) Pulses and Cereals: 2 mL acetronitrile
SHAKE for 1 min and CENTRIFUGE at >3000 g for 5 min.

WITHDRAW SUPERNATANT AND FILTER it into a
plastic autosampler vial
Use syringe filter of 0.2 µm pore size; H-PTFE) (plastic vials are
recommended as some compounds tend to interact
with glass) (withdraw cold supernatant quickly after centrifugation
to avoid that matrix components redissolve)

Centrifugation assisted ultrafiltration through a 5 kDa
cut-off filter (polyethersulfone membrane)

LC-MS/MS and IL-MS/MS analysis

LC-MS/MS and IL-MS/MS analysis

FILTER Aliquot of Supernatant

dSPE and Dilution with Acetonitrile for Removal of Lipids
and Protein Precipitation

Although still an emerging technique,
the lessons learned from QuEChERS
were re-applied in developing a simple
method for the extraction of highly polar
pesticides from samples of plant and

LC-MS/MS analysis
LC-MS/MS analysis

4)
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dSPE for Removal of Lipids
TRANSFER 4 mL aliquot of raw extract
into tube containing 200 mg Cu18-sorbent
per mL extract, SHAKE for 1 min.
CENTRIFUGE at 3000 g for 5 min.

Centrifugation assisted ultrafiltration through a 5 kDa
cut-off filter (polyethersulfone membrane)

important tool for multiresidue monitoring.

S.J. Lehotay, LCGC Europe 35(1), 26–31 (2022).

Option 2:
Refrogerated High-Speed
Centrifugation
e.g. >10,000 g at -10 ˚C for ≥ 20 min

FILTER Supernatant into a Plastic Vial

Y. Han, L. Song, P. Zhao, Y. Li, N. Zhou, Y. Qin, X.
Li, and C. Pan, Food Chem. 197, 730–738 (2016).

1)

Immediately centrifuge
>3000 g for 5 min (>10,000 g preferred)
(refrigerate centrifugation preferred)

Syringe filter with 0.2 mm pore size (e.g., H-PTFE or
regenerated cellulose)(Plastic vials are recommended as
some compounds tend to interact with glass)

FILTER Aliquot of Supernatant

3)

modified versions, bears watching as an

Immediately SHAKE thoroughly
(for 1 min by hand or 2-15 min by automatic shake)
Option 1:
Freeze-out sample until completely frozen
Example: 30 min at -80 ˚C or >90 min at -20 ˚C

TRANSFER 2 mL of raw extract into a tube containing 100 mg Cu
sorbent and 2 mL acetonitrile
SHAKE for 1 min and CENTRIFUGE at >3000 g for 5 min.

Eichhorn, H. Marks, A. Benkenstein, S. Zechmann,
et al., “Quick Method for the Analysis of Highly
Polar Pesticides in Food Involving Extraction
with Acidified Methanol and LC- or IC-MS/
MS Measurement”, version 12 (published on
EURL-SRM website on 23 July 2021). URL: https://
www.eurl-pesticides.eu/docs/public/tmplt_article.
asp?CntID=887&LabID=200&Lang=EN

Conclusion

animal origin. This method, and potentially

Option 1:
Option 2:
• Freeze-out sample until
• Refrogerated High-Speed Centrifugation
completely frozen
Example: >10,000 g at -10 ˚C for 20 min
• Example: 30 min at -80 ˚C or
>90 min at -20 ˚C
Immediately Centrifuge
• >3000 g for 5 min (>10,000 g preferred)
• (refrigerate centrifugation preferred)

F.J. Lara, D. Chan, M. Dickinson, A.S. Lloyd, and
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Modern Nontargeted
Screening (NTS) Methods
for Environmental Analysis
LCGC Asia Pacific spoke to Selina Tisler and Jan H. Christensen from the University of Copenhagen
in Denmark, about recent research projects focusing on nontargeted screening (NTS) approaches for
important environmental monitoring applications, including the analysis of chemical leaching from plastic
bottles using liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) and sediment analysis
using comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography–high-resolution MS (GC×GC–HRMS).
Interview by Lewis Botcherby

Q. Your team recently investigated the

the strange smell of the bottles that

Selina Tisler has

leaching of chemicals from reusable

inspired the research. Nobody had

been a postdoc in

plastic bottles into the drinking

investigated it before, and yet the

the Environmental

substances they hold (1). Why is this

bottles are handed out every year to

Analytical Chemistry

an issue and what are the possible

Danish children attending DBU (Danish

health consequences for consumers?

Soccer Union) Football Schools—and

Group at the University of Copenhagen
since 2020. She received her Ph.D. in

Selina Tisler: Clean water is obviously

they are also hugely popular in other

2019 from the University of Tuebingen,

important. There are high standards

sports. From the start we were not

Germany. Her research focus is the

in place for drinking water to be as

focused on specific compounds. In

advanced analysis of water, including

clean as possible. The same standard

the production of plastic bottles, there

nontarget screening of compounds

should be applied to the bottles used

are so many different compounds

of emerging concerns (CECs) and

to store it. What is the point of having

used, so-called intentionally added

the identification of transformation

clean water if we add chemicals later?

compounds, that target approaches

products in the aquatic environment.

We do not currently understand the full

cannot identify all of them. Furthermore,

Jan H. Christensen

extent of the health consequences for

in the production process or afterwards,

is a professor in

consumers of any leaching that may

compounds can be transformed to other

the Environmental

occur. We identified some chemicals

compounds. These non-intentionally

Analytical Chemistry

that are known to have adverse effects

added compounds are difficult to predict

Group at the University of Copenhagen.

on humans. With a nontargeted

and analyze, and can only be tackled

He is leader of the group and of the

screening approach, we were not

by nontarget screening approaches.

Research Center for Advanced Analytical

quantifying the concentrations, but this

Chemistry (RAACE). He has pioneered

research is ongoing. It is not known if

analytical and chemometric methods

the concentration of these chemicals

liquid chromatography tandem

for oil hydrocarbon fingerprinting and

was high enough to cause any effects.

mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS)

Q. What was novel in your approach

JC: The nontarget screening approach

now works with all aspects of chemical
fingerprinting. His group develop

Q. What is novel about the nontargeted

method you have developed?

analytical platforms, new tools to process

for the analysis of this issue?

in general was not novel, but the sample

complex data, and apply this (contamin)-

Jan Christensen: It was the first time

preparation, the type of compounds

omics concept for analysis of complex

that reusable PE plastic bottles were

investigated, and our data science

mixtures of mainly organic contaminants.

investigated using a nontargeted

workflow were. We investigated the

screening approach. Initially it was

migration of pure tap water, without
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the use of solvents or acids for an

compounds). We developed a workflow

efficiency can be strongly influenced.

accelerated migration with higher

that describes the steps we consider

We can see that in, for example, effluent

concentrations of leaching compounds,

to be important to produce reliable

wastewater samples that have been

which is typical in these kinds of studies.

data with nontarget screening (2).

We up-concentrated the water 1000

enriched 50 times, the signal intensity
can reduce to 1/5 compared to the

times using a multi-layer solid-phase

Q. What were the main

extraction (SPE) procedure after

findings of this research?

to a large bias in the quantification.

24 h of storage in the plastic bottles.

ST: The method was very effective

The method development in nontarget

The main challenge was the filtering

and provided an overview of the

screening is built to cover a broad range
of chemicals because the matrix effect

signal in pure solvent. This would lead

for blank compounds, which in this

compounds that were migrating from

case meant compounds that are

the plastic, which amounted to more

for individual compounds are unknown.

detected in the bottles by a nontargeted

than 400, and from the dishwasher

In a target screening approach you

screening approach, but they originated

soap, which was more than several

have internal standards to correct for it.

from the water itself, the LC–MS/MS

thousand. The identification of the

instrument, or the laboratory. This is

individual chemicals is a time-consuming

compare peak intensities between

a common challenge when you have

process, therefore we only focused

different sample types, such as influent

low concentrations of the compounds

on the highest signals. We identified

and effluent wastewater samples.

of interest and increase the sensitivity

45 chemicals, consisting mostly of

If you want to evaluate a process such

of the analysis by up-concentration.

plasticizers, antioxidants, slip agents,

as degradation of micropollutants in

Both your compounds of interest and

or photo initiators. Our results indicated

wastewater treatment plants, it would

also the blank compounds will be

that after cleaning with the dishwasher

be biased if matrix effects were not

up-concentrated. We overcame this

soap, the dominant group leaching

taken into consideration because the

challenge by analyzing several control

out of the bottles were surfactants.

samples that followed the same process.
These control samples consisted of the

Therefore, the challenge was to

matrix suppression effects can be very
different in different sample types.

Q. One of the interesting findings of

Furthermore, correcting for the matrix

same water as in the bottles but stored

this study was the enhanced leaching

effect is crucial to obtaining a reliable

in specially cleaned laboratory glass

of compounds from the bottles

concentration estimate, especially during

bottles. If compounds were also detected

following a cycle in a dishwasher.

semi-quantification, which is a complex

in these control bottles, they were not

Why do you think this occurs and

approach to quantifying unknown

what are the repercussions of this?

chemicals in nontarget screening.

considered for further investigation.

JC: Ingredients from dishwasher
Q. Do you have any general advice

soap seem to stick or adsorb to

Q. The study describes a three-step

for analysts who are developing

plastic more than to glass. Even after

method to evaluate and compensate

nontargeted LC–MS/MS methods?

additional flushing of the bottles with

for matrix effects. What are these

ST: lt is important to always include

tap water, the surfactants—especially

steps and how effective are they?

enough controls and do “self-tests”,

the more nonpolar ones—were

ST: First, for individual compounds,

such as spiking your sample with

adsorbing to the bottle surfaces.

the matrix effect can be evaluated by

target compounds to see if you can

a dilution series. Without matrix effects,

detect all your target compounds by

Q. You also recently published

the dilution factor and response of the

your nontarget screening approach to

a paper discussing the correction

compound would generally show a

avoid false‑negative results.

of matrix effects for nontargeted

linear behaviour. The deviation from

It is even more important to include

LC−electrospray ionization

linearity at your desired dilution factor

enough control samples to avoid

(ESI)−MS analysis of wastewater (3).

indicates the size of the matrix effect.

false-positive reported compounds.

Why are matrix effects a challenge

It is the easiest way to compensate for

in these types of studies?

your matrix effect. Using a dilution factor

The analysis of replicates is also
essential. Make sure that you see the

ST: As a result of the competition

in the linear range (no matrix effect) but

compound in three out of three analyses,

for charge in ESI, in samples with a

with low signals can then fall below the

to avoid reporting artefacts (false-positive

high matrix complexity, the ionization

detection limit because of the dilution.

www.chromatographyonline.com
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Second, we showed in the study that

of the weathered oil fingerprint was

derivatization to increase the range of

the total ion chromatogram (TIC) gives an

observed in lake samples that were close

compounds detectable with GC×GC,

indication about the matrix effect in the

to a channel. Several benzothiazole‑like

for example, to lower the boiling point

respective chromatographic area.

structures were identified in lake

and decrease the polarity of compounds.

The higher the TIC signal, the more

samples close to a high-traffic road,

compounds elute at the same time,

which could indicate a significant input

the more compounds compete for

from asphalt or tyre wear particles.

ionization, and the matrix effect increases.

Q. Are there any general trends
in NTS? Is NTS likely to become
more commonly used?

Using the TIC profile for correcting

Q. How effective was the

the matrix effect could compensate

developed method and does

from authorities for NTS. Strategies for the

for around 85% of the matrix effect in

it have any limitations?

prioritization of chemicals and regulation

our analysis of wastewater extracts.

JC: The method was able to identify

using NTS is strongly needed. Another

the main sources but many chemicals

trend is to automize as many tools as
possible for the identification of the

Third, in case the samples with higher

ST: There is an increase in the requests

matrix effect needs a better matrix effect

remain unidentified, and due to the

correction than 85%, a quantitative

relatively low number of samples we

micropollutants. Furthermore, estimating

structure-property relationship (QSPR)

were not able to identify more distinct

concentration of NTS compounds by

model can be used. We showed that

sources in the sediment or to model the

different semi-quantification approaches

the compound specific matrix effect can

distribution of the micropollutants.

is quite a new research field, which

be partly predicted by the characteristic

The data analysis method in this study

can help to increase the use of NTS.

structures of the compounds.

was based on pixel-based analysis
that treats the two‑dimensional

Q. What is your group currently

Q. Your team also worked on a

(2D-)GC chromatograms as images.

working on?

comprehensive two-dimensional gas

With this approach, it was possible

JC: We are developing a semi-

chromatography–high‑resolution

to obtain an overall comparison of

quantification method to estimate

MS (GC×GC–HRMS) method

samples, but a full identification and

the concentration of the identified

for the nontargeted screening of

quantification of all chemicals was not

compounds, and a nontargeted

water sediments (4). Why is the

obtained. We are currently working

screening of drinking water itself.

analysis of sediments important

on a strategy to quantify in GC×GC–

We are also working on the application

and what can they tell us about the

HRMS with the use of a selection of

of complementary methods, such as

environment they are taken from?

standards spread in the 2D-space.

supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC–)

important because sediments are

Q. Is GC×GC becoming more

relevant to detect persistent and mobile

sinks for chemicals in the environment,

commonly used in environmental

organic compounds (PMOCs). PMOCs

especially hydrophobic micropollutants.

analysis and do you think it will

are man-made, highly polar organic

Using nontargeted screening (NTS)

become more widely adopted?

chemicals that only degrade very slowly,

to measure micropollutants in sediments

JC: Yes it is but only slowly. I think

if at all, in the environment and that show

can tell us about the sources of

it has the potential to become

a low tendency to sorb to surfaces or to

pollutants. In the study from 2020, we

more widely adopted as the data

organic matter in soil and sediments.

identified organic micropollutants of high

processing workflows become

abundance and relevance in the urban

standardized. The current software
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sediments. Using multivariate statistics,
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PRODUCTS

TOC Vials

MALS Detector

Ultra-low TOC certified vials <10 ppb are suitable for air,
water, and soil analysis as well as pesticide residues,
pharmaceutical manufacturing, and forensic tests. TOC
vials are supplied with white open top PP screw cap
with 22 mm natural PTFE/white silicone 3.0 mm thick
septa (EPA quality) and dust cover. 72 pcs/pack.

The Dawn MALS detector
coupled to SEC is ideal for
separation, characterization,
and quantification of a wide
range of macromolecules and
nanoparticles, including gene
therapy vectors in solution.
The system offers a large
selection of configurations
and optional modules for
enhanced capabilities.

www.teknokroma.es/en/products/handling/vials-capstaps-and-accessories/vials/toc-vials-teknokroma?fn3=
Teknokroma Analítica S.A., Barcelona, Spain.

ELS Detector
The Verity 1601 ELS Detector is an evaporative light
scattering detector (ELSD). An ELSD is not dependent
on UV absorbance and can detect compounds or
impurities even if they do not contain chromophores,
making it an ideal complementary detector to a
UV‑based purification system.

www.wyatt.com/dawn
Wyatt Technologies,
California, USA.

www.gilson.com
Gilson, Middleton,
Wisconsin, USA.

LPGC–MS Column Kit

Nitrogen Generator

Multiresidue pesticides can
be analyzed by LPGC–MS
in a third of the time required
for conventional methods,
but LPGC–MS can be difficult
to implement because manual
connections between different
tubing diameters are prone to
leaks. Restek’s factory-coupled,
low-pressure GC column kit
makes getting set up as simple
as a column change, and ensures
consistent, leak-free performance,
according to the company.

The VICI DBS HP Tower Nitrogen Generator produces a
24/7 on‑demand supply of high‑purity nitrogen with flow
rates from 500 to 4000 mL/min, purity up to 99.999% and
less than 0.1 ppm, and THC pressure up to 5 bar.
The generator can be placed close to the instrument,
which eliminates the need for long gas lines from external
cylinder supplies.

www.restek.com
Restek, Bellefonte,
Pennsylvania, USA.

www.vici-dbs.com
VICI AG International, Schenkon, Switzerland.

Multi-Angle Static Light Scattering
The SLD2020 MALLS is a 20-angle static light
scattering detector for the measurement of absolute
molecular weight, size, and conformation of
macromolecules in solution. It can be integrated into
any GPC/SEC or FFF system.
https://www.pss-polymer.com
PSS Polymer Standards Service GmbH,
Mainz, Germany.

www.chromatographyonline.com
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